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OVERVIEW

Magnificent apartment for sale in excellent condition with
5 bedrooms, terrace, garage and storage room in Calle
Arjona, in the historic centre of Seville, Spain.

Recently renovated apartment with top quality materials, totally exterior facing and
very bright.

This spacious apartment has been recently renovated, with top quality materials and
has a very good layout: The day area with a hall, large living room with access to a
large terrace closed with glass. Recently renovated kitchen with high-end furniture
(German), with all appliances (two refrigerators, wine cellar, oven, microwave,
dishwasher, induction hob, washing machine, dryer) and a dining area. There is also a
very spacious pantry.

Next to the kitchen we find a staff bedroom, a complete bathroom and a laundry
room with a clothesline.

The night area has 4 bedrooms with fitted wardrobes and two bathrooms. The main
room is en suite with a dressing room and bathroom.

It has many perfectly equipped wardrobes and magnificent qualities: Parquet
flooring in the bedrooms, floating wooden flooring in the entrance and living room.
Porcelain tile in the kitchen, bedroom and service toilet.

The property has heating with radiators and individualized air conditioning in each
room. Two entrance doors, both offering maximum security.

The garage and storage room are included in the price. The apartment is in a building
with two lifts and direct access to the garage.

The community fee of €215 per month includes water, a doorman from Monday to
Friday, morning and afternoon, and Saturday mornings, as well as a night watchman
from 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

Contact the Lucas Fox Seville team for more information or to make an appointment.

lucasfox.com/go/sva36725

Private garage, Concierge service, Lift,
Wooden flooring, Natural light, Parking,
Walk-in wardrobe, Transport nearby,
Storage room, Service lift, Service entrance,
Security, Renovated,
Near international schools, Heating,
Exterior, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony, Alarm,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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